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What is possible, however, is that I was then weak and
am still too weak to perceive my error even as a blind man
is unable to see what his neighbours are able to see. I observe
daily how capable we are of utmost self-deception.
For the time being, however, I am not aware of my
self-deception. What I feel is that I am looking at peace
through a medium to which my European friends are
strangers. I belong to a country which is compulsorily dis-
armed and has been held under subjection for centuries.
My way of looking at peace may be necessarily different
from theirs.
Let me take an illustration. Supposing that both cats
and mice sincerely desire peace. Now cats will have to
abjure war against mice. But how will mice promote peace?
What will they abjure? Is their vote even necessary? Sup-
pose further that some cats do not observe that pact arrived
at by the assembly of cats and continue preying upon mice,
what will mice do? There may be some wise heads among
them, and they may say, 'We will offer ourselves a willing
sacrifice till the cats are over-satisfied and find no fun in
preying.' These will do well to propagate their cult. But
what should be their attitude, peace-lovers though they
are, towards the mice who would, instead of running away
from their oppressors, decide to arm themselves and give
battle to the enemy? The effort may be vain, but the wise
mice whom I have imagined will, I apprehend, be bound
to assist the mice in their desire to become bold and strong
•even whilst maintaining their attitude of peace. They will
do so not out of policy but from the highest of motives. That
is exactly my attitude. Non-violence is not an easy thing
to understand, still less to practise, weak as we are. We
must all act prayerfully and humbly and continually ask
God to open the eyes of our understanding, being ever
ready to act according to the light as we receive it. My
task as a lover and promoter of peace, therefore, today
consists in unflinching devotion to non-violence in the prose-
cution of the campaign for regaining our liberty. Ari^d if
India succeeds in so regaining it, it will be the greatest
contribution to the world's peace. European war resisters,

